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ABSTRACT

Dose delivery in proton beam therapy requires significant effort for in vivo verification. 
PET is considered as one of the most precise methods for such verification using short- 
-lived radionuclides. One of the newer approaches in proton therapy is based on FLASH 
therapy, when a 40–60-Gy absorbed dose could be delivered in millisecond time 
intervals. For this very promising type of therapy a very important task is to reliably 
identify the beam stopping position within the corresponding organ with a tumor in the 
patient’s body. This could be done if the beam proton energy in the body is still above 
the threshold of the corresponding nuclear reaction, in the outgoing channel of which 
will be produced positron-emitting nuclei. In this work we consider the production of 
oxygen radionuclides emitting positrons 14O (the half-life 70.6 s) and 1O (the half-life 
122.2 s). Using the TALYS code, we calculated cross sections of proton-induced nuclear 
reactions on 14N and 16O, leading to the formation of 14,15O with the application of a well- 
-working optical model. In addition, we calculated total gamma-production and average 
gamma-emission energy for incident proton energy 150 MeV. 
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The graphic representation of calculation results is shown in Fig. 1. 
Also, in Fig. 2. one can see the whole picture for this nuclear 
reaction within the energy range from 10 to 150 MeV. As we note, 
cross-section reach ~ 100 mb maximum between 10 and 15 MeV 
drops down to 0.5 mb for proton energies above 120 MeV. In 
Fig. 2. data are presented from EXFOR [16], JENDL-5.0 [17] and 
ENDF/B-VIII libraries [18], as well as TALYS [10] calculations. As 
we can see, JENDL data is very different from TALYS predictions, 
starting from 12 MeV and on for greater energies. Similar results 
are for proton-energies below 12 MeV.

INTRODUCTION
Dose delivery in proton beam therapy requires significant effort for 
its in vivo verification [1]. PET is considered as one of the methods 
for such verification by using short-lived radionuclides. One of the 
newer approaches in proton therapy is based on FLASH irradiation, 
when a 40–60 Gy-absorbed dose could be delivered in millisecond 
time intervals [2, 3]. The first FLASH beam monitoring tests with 
novel PET prototypes were recently reported [4–7]. For this very 
promising type of therapy a very important task is to reliably 
identify the beam stopping position within the corresponding organ 
affected by a tumor. This could be done with PET if the beam proton 
energy in the body is still above the threshold of the corresponding 
nuclear reaction, in the outgoing channel of which will be produced 
positron-emitting nuclei [1, 8]. For this purpose one could use 
oxygen isotopes 14O (half-life, 70.6 s) and 15O (half-life, 122.2 s) 
as recently demonstrated in [9]. The experimental knowledge 
of cross-section production for 14O is rather poor. Therefore, we 
calculated the cross sections of proton-induced nuclear reactions 
on 14N and 16O, leading to the formation of 14,15O with application 
of the TALYS-1.96 code [10] using the two-component exciton 
model to describe preequilibrium processes, and the equilibrium 
state by the Hauser-Feshbach model. In addition, we calculated 
total gamma production and average gamma-emission energy for 
the incident proton energy of 150 MeV. 

It is worth noting that an additional generation of 14O in the 14N 
(p, n) nuclear reaction “feeds” the tumor cells with more oxygen 
and makes them more susceptible to damage by protons. The 
estimation of the production cross section in proton-induced 
reactions is also important for the development of positronium 
imaging during proton therapy, which can in principle help in 
estimating the degree of tissue hypoxia [11–14]. 

REACTIONS
In our study we considered only proton-induced reactions on main 
chemical elements of the human body: nitrogen and oxygen, in parti-
cular their most abundant isotopes: 14N and 16O, with the formation of 
14O and 15O in the output channels. The isotope 14O possess a half-life 
of 70.6 s and only decays via the EC+β+ mode. The isotope 15O po-
ssess a half-life of 122.2 s and also only decays via the EC+β+ mode.

A proton-induced reaction on 14N with the 
production of 14O in the output channel 
The kinematic data for the reaction 14N (p, n)14O is presented 
below [15] (Tab. I.):

Tab. I.  The kinematic data for the reaction 14N (p, n)14O.

REACTION 
PRODUCTS Q-VALUE (KEV) THRESHOLD (KEV) Δ, KEV

14O + n –5926.71 3 6353.38 3

Fig. 1.  Calculation results for the 14N (p, n) 14O nuclear reaction.

Fig. 2.  Experimental, evaluation and calculation results for 14N (p, n); 
14O nuclear reaction for [0 ÷ 50] (A) and [0 ÷ 200] (B) MeV.

A

B
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Fig. 3.  Average gamma-emission energy generated in the 14N (p, n) 14O 
nuclear reaction versus incident proton energy.

Fig. 4.  Cross-section calculation results for the 16O (p, x) 14, 15O nuclear 
reactions.

Fig. 5.  Experimental, evaluation and calculation results for 16O (p, x) 14O 
nuclear reaction for [0 ÷ 200] MeV energy range.

Tab. II.  The kinematic data for 150 MeV proton energy of incident protons 
of the 16O (p, x) 14O reactions.

REACTION 
PRODUCTS Q-VALUE (KEV) THRESHOLD (KEV) Δ, KEV

14O + t –20405.62 3 21691.79 3

14O + n + d –26662.85 3 28343.41 3

14O + 2n + p –28887.42 3 30708.19 3

Tab. III.  The kinematic data for the 150 MeV proton energy of incident 
protons of the 16O (p, x) 15O reactions.

REACTION 
PRODUCTS Q-VALUE (KEV) THRESHOLD (KEV) Δ, KEV

15O + d –13439.4 5 14286.5 5

15O + n + p –15663.9 5 16651.2 5

In addition, it would be of some interest to know the value of the 
average gamma-emission energy, presented in Fig. 3.

Proton-induced reactions on 16O with the 
production of 14O in the output channel
The kinematic data for 150 MeV proton energy of incident protons 
of the 16O (p, x) 14O reactions is presented below (Tab. II.).

The production of 14O takes place in 16O (p, t); 16O (p, nd) and 16O 
(p, 2np) nuclear reactions were investigated up to 150 MeV of 
proton impinging energy. The graphic representation of calculation 
results shown in Fig. 4. is based on the TALYS-1.96 code. As we 
can see, for our energy region of interest, (p, t) reaction dominates 
in the production of 14O and reaches the maximum value of their 
cross-sections ~ 100 mb at about 25–30 MeV proton energies. 
The other two reactions, (p, nd) and (p, 2np), are less likely to 
occur, and their cross sections are several times less up to the 
proton energy of 110 MeV, when cross sections of 16O (p, t) and 
16O (p, 2np) become comparable. Cross sections for the reactions 
16O (p, d) 15O (yellow) and 16O (p, t) 14O (green) are overlapping, 
and both dependencies are presented in blue.

Fig. 5. also presents the whole picture for these nuclear reactions. 
Data are taken from the EXFOR [16], JENDL-5.0 [17] and ENDF/B-VIII 
libraries [18], as well as TALYS [10] calculations. As we can 
see, JENDL data are not very different from TALYS predictions 
and ENDF/B-VIII, which are practically the same. Very scarce 
experimental data are available in the EXFOR library.

Proton-induced reaction on 16O with the 
production of 15O in the output channel
The kinematic data for the 150 MeV proton energy of incident 
protons of the 16O (p, x)15 O reactions is presented below (Tab. III.).

The production of 15O takes place in 16O (p, d) and 16O (p, np) 
nuclear reactions and was investigated up to 150 MeV of proton 
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preequilibrium models. Considering the reactions examined in 
this study, for the production of 15O nuclear data (word missing) 
are in good agreement among calculations, evaluations and 
experiments. Data for the production of the 14O isotope is very 
poor and one can rely only on calculations and evaluations on 
both isotopes, 14N and 16O. An interesting fact is that the cross- 
-section dependences for 16O (p, t), 14O and 16O (p, d) 15O nuclear 
reactions are nearly identical.
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Fig. 6.  Experimental, evaluation and calculation results for a 16O (p, x) 15O 
nuclear reaction for the [0 ÷ 200] MeV energy range.

Fig. 7.  Up-to-date experimental 16O (p, x) 15O nuclear reaction for a [0 ÷ 200] 
MeV energy range.

impinging energy. The graphical representation of calculation 
results is shown in Fig. 4. above. As we can see, for our energy 
region of interest, (p, np) and (p, d) reactions equally dominate 
the production of 15O, reaching the maximum value of their cross- 
-sections ~ 100 mb at about 25–30 MeV proton energies. As we 
can see from Fig. 6., much experimental data is available, which 
creates a solid basis for the theoretical descriptions. Therefore, 
there is a good correspondence between experimental, evaluated 
and calculated data. In addition, Fig. 7. depicts the up-to-date 
experimental data taken from the EXFOR library [16] for 2023.

CONCLUSIONS
In this study the production cross section of 14,15O isotopes in (p, x) 
nuclear reactions on 14N and 16O for 150 MeV protons have 
been calculated using the TALYS-1.96 code via equilibrium and 
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